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BURNOUT IN RADIATION THERAPY: EXAMINING THE SIX LEADING INFLUENCES 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

Recent studies are highlighting the dangers of burnout amongst healthcare workers, 

including radiation therapists. Since burnout is associated with an increase in medical errors 

(Sanchez-Reilly, 2013), it affects both the well-being of the patient and patient satisfaction 

scores, which are important to a hospital’s reputation. Burnout has a positive correlation with job 

dissatisfaction and increased employee turnover, making it both a financial and quality issue.  

Organizations acknowledge that burnout leads to unhappy employees, and unhappy employees 

are less likely to be engaged in their work, thereby not producing the best “products” (Sehlen, 

2009).  By examining which components seem to be the most influential on pronounced 

expressions of burnout, leadership can focus on reducing the major influences effect on their 

employees. 

  The purpose of my mixed methods study was to discover which of the six influences 

were most powerful in impacting burnout in radiation therapists, and how oncology leadership 

could manipulate workplace factors to provide a better work environment for radiation 

therapists.  

  The study involved the use of two validated survey tools, the Maslach Burnout Inventory 

(MBI-HSS) and the Areas of Work-life scale to determine what level of burnout was evident in 

the radiation therapists (RTs) at Sharp Healthcare, and which work-life factors seem to be most 
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influential in causing burnout. Demographic information was also gathered with the MBI survey. 

Qualitative data was also collected though structured interviews with the radiation oncology 

leadership, by examining the group results of the surveys and offering suggestions on 

organizational changes for improvement.  

  The results of the burnout survey (MBI-HSS) showed a moderate score for Emotional 

Exhaustion (EE), a low score for Depersonalization (DP) and a high score for Personal 

Accomplishment (PA). The MBI scores for the RTs at Sharp scored more favorable than the 

national norms in all sections.  The results for the AWL indicated that the Sharp RTs show a 

positive job-person fit, scoring above the value of 3 in all six areas of work-life.  Chi squared 

tests showed strong significance of the demographic information collected, such as age, 

education, employment status, gender and years of experience, and therefore the null hypothesis 

was rejected.  One-way ANOVA showed linear correlations with all demographic determinants 

except for age.   Qualitative data collected through structured interviews examined the group 

results for both surveys with the oncology leaders for insight on the results, and for suggestions 

on organizational change to reduce burnout.   The leader’s common suggestions indicated that a 

greater involvement of the RTs in department decisions could help reduce expression of burnout 

due to the influence of control in the workplace.  A greater focus on workload and department 

staffing was also suggested by the leader majority to account for overtime and accommodate 

unpredictable cases, which adds to the workload burden of regular staff RTs. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

   Healthcare workers face many challenges today including budget cuts, the impending 

baby boom retirement expected to cause staffing shortages, and the personal burden of caring for 

patients who are ill.  Healthcare workers who are in particular jeopardy are those who take care 

of terminal patients, and cancer care workers fall into this category.  

Burnout, characterized as a compilation of emotional exhaustion or fatigue, 

depersonalization, and loss of meaning or purpose in work, can lead to loss of job satisfaction 

and ill health.  The initial presentation of burnout is often emotional exhaustion, depleting one’s 

ability to cope with job stress and increasing the level of negativity in the workplace, which leads 

to depersonalization.  Depersonalization develops from extended levels of job stress where the 

workers feel they can no longer extend personal feelings or emotions to their patients, and often 

overflows into their relationships with coworkers.  The last phase of burnout is often reduced 

personal accomplishment which results from increased cynicism and judgment of others within 

the workplace, decreasing one’s own love for their work (Leiter and Maslach, 2014).  

Caring for terminally ill patients puts workers at a higher probability of developing 

compassion fatigue (CF). According to the Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing oncology 

workers experience this phenomenon more frequently than other healthcare workers due to their 

level of involvement with their patients who are terminally ill, and often facing end of life issues 

(Potter, 2010).  Compassion fatigue has been defined as a healthcare workers’ inability to 

connect with their patients on a personal level, which can cause decrease in job satisfaction, 

increases stress, and can lead to professional burnout.   CF reduces one’s ability to demonstrate 
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compassion for their patients, which in oncology where the majority of patients are working 

through a life altering event, is disadvantageous to the patients. According to Potter, burnout 

differs from CF as it is believed to be caused by prolonged workplace stresses and demands, as 

opposed to personal disconnections to the patients. Burnout results in physical, emotional, and 

mental exhaustion, having deleterious effects on a department where speed, accuracy, technical 

expertise, and compassion are integral to its functions. 

Prevalence of burnout can lead to reduced patient satisfaction scores and effectiveness of 

care (Shanafelt, 2014, Sanchez-Riley, 2013), and has been linked to increasing workplace errors 

either due to a reduction of focus to the job at hand or increased judgments of coworkers, 

perpetuating a negative work environment. Exhaustion due to burnout puts both the patients and 

their care at risk, and affects the general environment in which health care workers function.  

According to the Journal of Supportive Oncology, burnout is a greater predictor than depression 

in estimating job satisfaction and can relate to poorer health of the provider. This correlates into 

an increase in medical errors and inevitably a decrease in patient satisfaction (Sanchez-Reilly, 

2013) 

Leiter and Maslach (2014) outlined six work life factors that influence burnout, namely 

manageable workload, autonomy, reward, fairness, support, and positive working relationships, 

all having varying influence on a health care worker’s perception of their work environment.  

Manageable workload has been known to affect workplace stress due to increasing 

responsibilities of the workers, without further resources or support.  This can be a fluctuating 

patient load, or change in patient acuity to which the oncology worker is not accustomed or 

properly prepared.  A manageable workload means having sufficient time to address the 

requirements for the role, and with increasing patient load and technical complexity in oncology, 
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intertwined with a decrease in funding for staffing, this is a very prominent influence. Workload 

can also negatively affect the next influence of burnout, which is control.  Workers admit that 

their level of control, or autonomy, within a situation causes a great level of stress if they possess 

insufficient authority to make decision resulting in the best care for the patients. Both reward and 

fairness can affect burnout, as employees want to be recognized for work well done, and feel that 

work is distributed equitably throughout the team. Support is the main influence in which 

leadership can have a direct effect.  More than 114 studies have demonstrated that workplaces 

where staff feel supported and appreciated demonstrated a lesser degree of burnout and 

exhaustion (Leiter, 2014).  Lastly, positive working relationships are also known to decrease the 

level of burnout exhibited in a workplace, which is in alignment with working in a supportive 

environment, and offers a protective factor against emotional exhaustion.  

Through a greater understanding of these work-life factors and their impact on the work 

environment, the oncology leadership team can empower their organizations to prevent the onset 

of burnout by supporting staff in various ways that increase the employee’s feelings of belonging 

and importance to the organization.  Understanding which influences are most prominent in the 

onset of burnout can help focus resources on these factors individually and reduce the potential 

dangerous environments patients are exposed to while enduring oncology treatments. 

Statement of the Problem 

   Radiation therapists, whose primary role is direct care for the oncology patient, 

experience burnout on multiple levels which can affect their job satisfaction, commitment to the 

organization, and resulting organizational success (Akroyd, 2002, Probst, 2012). Understanding 

which components are most influential in causing burnout can in turn help prevent this rampant 

phenomenon in oncology.  
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  According to the Journal of Clinical Oncology (2014), which surveyed a population of 

US oncologists to assess occupational burnout, the dominant factor influencing burnout seems to 

be hours spent doing direct patient care (Shanafelt, 2014). Radiation Therapists have the 

dominant role in patient care within the department of radiation oncology, exceeding that of 

nurses or physicians, therefore supporting the assumption that hours spent in direct patient care 

impacts the prevalence of burnout in radiation therapists as well.  

  Radiation therapists manage busy and very restrictive patient treatment delivery 

schedules as well, which limits their autonomy within the department and often requires working 

under tremendous pressure to meet the needs of each patient in a timely fashion.  Administrative 

pressure to reduce or eliminate overtime also limits the scope of the role of the radiation 

therapist, reducing their opportunity to deliver the level of care they feel their patients deserve. 

The research surrounding burnout and radiation oncology shows that oncology workers, 

radiation therapists, and radiation oncologists, all express various levels of burnout.  

Understanding how professionals can reverse burnout amongst oncology staff, most specifically 

with radiation therapists, could help increase job satisfaction, patient satisfaction, and 

organizational effectiveness. 

The problem this study addressed is that the literature did not specify which of the six 

influences had the greatest impact, specifically for radiation therapists, and therefore leadership 

in radiation departments did not have the information they needed to design improvement for 

their workers. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this mixed methodology study was to discover which of the six influences 

were most powerful in impacting burnout in radiation therapists, and how oncology leadership 

could manipulate workplace factors to provide a better work environment for radiation 

therapists. 

Recent studies are highlighting the dangers of burnout amongst healthcare workers, 

including radiation therapists. Since burnout is associated with an increase in medical errors 

(Sanchez-Reilly, 2013), it affects both the well-being of the patient and patient satisfaction 

scores, which are important to a hospital’s reputation. Burnout has a positive correlation with job 

dissatisfaction and increased employee turnover, making it both a financial and quality issue.  

Organizations acknowledge that burnout leads to unhappy employees, and unhappy employees 

are less likely to be engaged in their work, thereby not producing the best “products” (Sehlen, 

2009).  By examining which components seem to be the most influential on pronounced 

expressions of burnout, leadership can focus on reducing the major influences effect on their 

employees. 

   The purpose of my mixed methodology study was to discover which of the six influences 

were most powerful in impacting burnout in radiation therapists, and how oncology leadership 

could manipulate workplace factors to provide a better work environment for radiation 

therapists. 

Research Question 

   Although any of the six influences of work life factors could have been deemed the most 

powerful in affecting burnout, there is interest in learning which factors had the greatest 

correlations in affecting burnout. My research looked at two questions. 
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Question One:  Which of the six influences of burnout were most apparent in the radiation 

therapists at Sharp?  

  Health care workers express high levels of burnout.  Radiation therapists rank high 

amongst those surveyed over several research studies, roughly expressing emotional exhaustion 

in more than a third of those surveyed (Hutton, 2014, Akroyd 2002, Grunfeld, 2000). What is not 

apparent in the literature is which of these factors influenced the expression of burnout the most, 

and where organizations could focus their resources to reduce its effectiveness by examining the 

influential components of their workplace. 

Question Two: Which workplace improvements did oncology leaders suggest might reduce the 

expression of burnout amongst their staff? By providing leaders with the information obtained 

through the quantitative research, interpretations of why the results occurred, and where they 

could focus their organizational changes were discussed.   

Methodology 

A mixed methodology approach was used for this research.  Two established and 

validated surveys developed by Christina Maslach and Michael Leiter, named the Maslach 

Burnout inventory (MBI-HSS) and the Areas of Work life scale (AWL) (Leiter, 2014), were 

conducted.  In addition, 3 structured interviews to examine the results were conducted, 

specifically with those in supervisory roles to allow for better understanding of the level of 

burnout experienced in the population of therapists involved and leadership’s current thinking 

regarding burnout reduction. 
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Conceptual Framework 

  The goal of the research was to discover and understand the prevalence of low job 

satisfaction and morale present in many radiation therapy departments, in particular to the 

radiation therapy profession.  Radiation Therapists spend the majority of their day physically and 

emotionally treating cancer patients with radiation. Over the months of a course of treatment 

prescribed to the patient, bonds are developed between the therapist and the patient and can 

impact how the therapist completes their work and the satisfaction that comes from it. Patients 

who end treatment early to go to hospice, die in the middle of a treatment regimen, or need 

excessive physical care can impact the attitude and functionality of the care team over time, 

leading to burn out or compassion fatigue. This research sought to reveal what level of burnout 

radiation therapists were experiencing in the three radiation oncology departments within the 

Sharp organization, and which areas of influence had the most impact.  

Understanding the prominent factors influencing burnout may impact administrative 

leadership support for programs to prevent burnout and maintain the emotional and physical 

well-being of the oncology workers, especially radiation therapists. My interest in developing 

such a program was the driving force for my research. 

  The theoretical frame work of this study was derived from both concepts of 

transformational leadership and the Areas of Work-Life Scale, described by Maslach and Leiter 

(2004) as a “grass roots, pragmatic conceptual frame work of a social problem that needed to be 

solved” (p.92). Transformational leadership theory was first mentioned in a 1978 book by James 

MacGregor Burns called “Leader”. This theory describes a manner of leadership in where the 

leader and the followers teach each other with the intent of reaching the overarching goals 

together, with respect, inclusion and individuality. By using the areas of work-life as scaffolding 
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for addressing the various areas of work that may influence burnout, leaders can have a greater 

understanding of their followers, their needs, and intrinsic motivation. As a trained leader as well 

as a radiation therapist, I am continuously learning how my decisions affect the morale of the 

staff, but additional influences impacting their job satisfaction should be better understood. I 

wish to understand the details in terms of the major influences of burnout and to promote a more 

positive, supportive atmosphere for staff and patients. 

Assumptions and Limitations 

   My role as a radiation therapist has had great influence on this study, although using 

structured surveys and established survey instruments has limited the bias of the results. 

Completing the research within my department, and other participating radiation oncology 

departments helped diminish limitations for results due to low participant number.  Having held 

many roles in oncology from staff radiation therapist, to educator, to administrator, provided me 

with a more well-rounded understanding of each department and ultimately help me draw 

conclusions regarding the expression of burnout.  

   My master’s degree in adult and organizational learning, as well as completion of 

numerous leadership theory courses within this program has lent perspective to how 

organizational dynamics either add or subtract from the burnout syndrome, and how 

organizational change could lead to the solutions towards increased job satisfaction. 

Significance 

  Radiation therapists, whose primary role is direct care for the oncology patient, 

experience burnout on multiple levels which can affect their job satisfaction, commitment to the 

organization and organizational success. The International Journal of Radiation Oncology, 

Biology, and Physics published the only article identified relating to radiation therapist burnout 
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in the United states and indicates “human service workers who have considerable interaction 

with patient problems (psychological, social, and/or physical) are potentially more subject to 

chronic stress that can be emotionally draining and lead to burnout” (Akroyd, 2002, p. 816). This 

topic deserved attention not only because it affects job satisfaction of the radiation therapists, but 

also because burnout can lead to disengagement from occupation, contributing to an increase in 

medical errors and organizational ineffectiveness. 

Studies on radiation therapy professionals worldwide indicate that roughly 30% of this 

health care population is experiencing emotional exhaustion (EE), 10% are experiencing 

depersonalization (DP) and 42% are reporting diminished personal accomplishment (PA) 

(Probst, 2012, Akroyd, 2002, Hutton, 2014, and Jasperse, 2014). Strongly demonstrating the 

three major components of burnout, it is apparent that radiation therapists are struggling with the 

effects of this syndrome, and therefore are at a greater risk of the pitfalls of burnout.  This 

evidence shows that radiation therapy departments worldwide are struggling with the expression 

of burnout, and many administrators recognize the ramifications of burnout expression, namely 

employee turnover rates and sick time, which can be costly to an organization (Hutton, 2014, 

Probst, 2012, Akroyd, 2002).  By focusing on the biggest influences affecting burnout in 

radiation therapists, oncology leadership could develop and promote solutions to reduce the 

influences and support occupational satisfaction and effectiveness.  

Definition of Terms 

Burn Out: Occupational burnout characterized as emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and 

reduced professional accomplishment. (Leiter, 2014) 

Compassion Fatigue: characterized by an inability to make deeper personal connection to 

patients. Defined as a caregivers reduced ability or interest to be empathetic. (Leiter, 2014) 
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MBI: Maslach Burnout Inventory; a survey tool developed by Christina Maslach in 1999 to 

evaluate the level of occupational burnout individuals are experiencing (Leiter, 2014). 

AWL: Areas of Work life Scale; A survey tool developed by Maslach and Leiter to evaluate 

factors which influence the expression of burnout in a population (Leiter, 2014). 

RT: Radiation therapists treat cancer and other diseases in patients by administering radiation 

treatments (BLS.gov, 2015) 

RO: Radiation oncology is a medical specialty that involves treating cancer with radiation. 

Doctors who specialize in treating cancer with radiation (radiation oncologists) use radiation 

therapy to treat a wide variety of cancers. (Mayoclinic.org, 2016) 

ASTRO: American Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncology; offers professional guidelines to 

oncologist for treatment and departmental functioning, as well as quality assurance programs and 

regulations.  (ASTRO.org, 2016) 

Conclusion 

   This study has contributed to understanding and preventing burnout in radiation therapy.  

Creating supportive, rewarding and inclusive departments where therapist’s ideas, experience, 

and education are valued could greatly improve job satisfaction. Reducing the prevalence of 

burnout within the field of radiation therapy could also reduce medical errors and increase 

patient satisfaction, as previous research has proven that an increased expression of burnout is 

associated with increase in errors and decrease in patient satisfaction scores (Potter, 2010).  

Furthermore, Akroyd (2002) indicates that high levels of burnout “costs the US 200 billion each 

year in absenteeism, reduced productivity, medical expenses and compensation claims” (p. 820), 

and therefore it is in the interest of organizations to reduce the expression of burnout in its staff.   

   This research has enhanced understanding of workplace stress by discovering which of 
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the six influences of burnout are most prevalent in this organization. This information can 

empower the organization to create a more engaging, supportive environment for a population of 

healthcare workers, namely radiation therapists, whose job is so important to those in need. As 

the entrepreneur Richard Branson said in 2015 “Clients don’t come first. Employees come first. 

If you take care of your employees, they will take care of your clients” (n.p.). 
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death within the United States and is the most 

prevalent chronic illnesses alongside heart disease, making it responsible for roughly 48% of 

deaths annually (Cancer.gov, 2012). With an aging population, as well as more effective cancer 

screening programs and treatments, the general population includes a larger living cancer 

population.  Having nearly two decades of experience in oncology healthcare, I am acutely aware 

of the stress that oncology workers experience on a daily basis due serving this aging population, 

and continuous pressure by organizational leaders urging staff to work with increased efficiency 

and less resources. 

  Working in numerous radiation oncology departments, from large academic centers to 

small community centers, I have witnessed many levels of job satisfaction, departmental 

cohesiveness, and organizational effectiveness. Wanting to understand why so many of my 

colleagues were incredibly unhappy with their working conditions, however, piqued my interest 

towards the prevalence of job dissatisfaction within our field. Having only read of occupational 

burn out and compassion fatigue within oncology nursing, I began to wonder how much of this 

information is transferable to radiation therapists.  Is this why there is such adversity to change 

and an inability to have compassion for their patients and coworkers?  

Radiation therapists, whose primary role is direct care for the oncology patient, 

experience burnout on multiple levels which can affect their job satisfaction, commitment to the 

organization and organizational success. The International Journal of Radiation Oncology, 

Biology, and Physics published an article relating to radiation therapist burnout in the United 
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states and indicates “human service workers who have considerable interaction with patient 

problems (psychological, social, and/or physical) are potentially more subject to chronic stress 

that can be emotionally draining and lead to burnout” (Akroyd, 2002, p. 816). This topic is 

deserving of attention not only because it affects job satisfaction of the radiation therapists, but 

also because burnout can lead to disengagement from occupation, leading to organizational 

ineffectiveness and increasing medical errors. The purpose of my quantitative study is to 

discover which of the six influences of burnout are the most powerful in impacting burnout in 

radiation therapists, and how oncology leadership can manipulate workplace factors to provide a 

better work environment for radiation therapists.  

Origins and Topic Definition of Burnout 

   The term staff burn out was first coined in the 1970’s by psychologist Herbert 

Freudenberger as a means to describe a "state of mental and physical exhaustion caused by one's 

professional life" (Freudenberger, Richelson, 1980, n.p.).  Over time the term burnout has been 

used to describe many versions of exhaustion and stress within a work environment, however, 

evolving research suggests that burnout is very prevalent amongst service workers such as health 

care workers and teachers due to the high stress and emotional connections involved in their 

work.  

   In 1993 Christina Maslach and her colleagues developed the most widely used, and 

highly validated tool for assessing burnout called the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI). The 

development of this tool helped define burnout as “a syndrome characterized by emotional 

exhaustion, treating people as if they are objects (i.e., depersonalization), and loss of meaning or 

purpose in work” (Shanafelt, 2012, p.1235). Burnout is believed to be related to occupational 

factors and prolonged stressful environments, as opposed to compassion fatigue whose 
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contributing factors involve the perception of relationships (Sanchez-Reilly, 2013). Burnout “is a 

combination of negative behavioral, attitudinal and physical changes in response to work-related 

stress” (Leiter, 2014, p.80) and has been described as the long term response to compassion 

fatigue (CF).  Some authors, however, believe that burnout is specifically related to work related 

stress, whereas CF is the result of emotional exhaustion and decreased belief of effectiveness in 

emotionally stressful scenario (Balch, 2011). Balch describes CF as “a state of physical or 

psychological distress in caregivers, which occurs as a consequence of an ongoing and 

snowballing process in a demanding relationship with needy individuals”, and cognitively could 

lead to burnout or vice versa. (Balch, 2011, p.16) 

   Leiter, Baker, and Maslach outlined six leading aspects which influence burnout in the 

workplace, for which the AWL survey exists.  These areas include manageable workload, 

sufficient authority to make decisions, rewards and recognition, a sense of community in the 

workplace, fairness, and a common value with the organization (Leiter, Baker and Maslach, 

2014). Each of these factors can play a part into the level of burnout experienced within an 

organization, and can also facilitate program development to reduce stress in the workplace if the 

correct actions are supported by leadership. 

   Burnout has an inverse correlation with job satisfaction as well, leading to increased 

employee turnover and reduction in the employee’s sense of purpose in the workplace.   

According to the Journal of Clinical Oncology relating to an article on US oncologists “burnout 

is a better predictor than depression of lower satisfaction with career choice and may be 

associated with both job turnover and poorer health” (Shanafelt, 2012, p. 1237). Due to the 

nature of the individuals seeking healthcare roles, Balch (2011) outlines that “occupational 

factors, such as workload, autonomy, and reward, rather than personal relationships” put workers 
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at greater risk of developing burnout than the act of caring for individuals in grave health.  

Major Debates, Arguments, and Issues of Burnout 

   Within the field of radiation therapy, there are many different professionals working 

together towards one goal for cancer patients, including Radiation Oncologists, Medical 

Physicists, Medical Dosimetrists, Oncology Nurses and Certified Radiation Therapists. The 

professional majority within radiation oncology departments consists of radiation therapists who 

deliver the prescribed radiation dose to the patient on a daily basis. These professionals care for 

each patient to deliver very precise treatments, within a short time frame, and are expected to be 

continuously empathetic and altruistic. The reality is that they sometimes grieve for patients they 

lose, feel the brunt of disgruntled patients dealing with their own grief, juggle multiple demands 

from administration and physicians, and operate highly specialized equipment.  In addition to 

managing these demands, they are expected to stay “on time” with regard to schedules, accepting 

new patients every fifteen minutes of the workday.  When examining the expectations of these 

individuals both organizationally and emotionally for the cancer patients they treat each day, it is 

no wonder they experience burnout.  

   Studies on radiation therapy professionals worldwide indicate that roughly 30% of this 

health care population is experiencing emotional exhaustion (EE), 10% are experiencing 

depersonalization (DP) and 42% are reporting diminished personal accomplishment (PA) 

(Probst, 2012, Akroyd, 2009, Grunfeld, 2000, Hutton, 2014, and Jasperse, 2014). Because these 

individuals experience the three major components of burnout, it is safe to say that radiation 

healthcare providers are struggling with the effects of this syndrome, and therefore experiencing 

a greatly reduced level of job satisfaction than those without this syndrome.  This syndrome 

draws attention to how organizations worldwide are struggling with the same hurdles.  
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   An important component that correlates to burnout is the amount of direct patient care.  

Because virtually 100% of the role of a radiation therapist is to treat cancer patients, a well-

known critical patient population, it would be expected that their level of burnout would be 

higher than others in the field of oncology. Workload is another contributing factor to burnout, 

and although professional organizations such as the American Society of Therapeutic Radiation 

Oncology (ASTRO) suggest a staffing model to support safe delivery of radiation therapy, many 

organizations do not implement this model, even with the increasing complexity of equipment 

and sophistication of treatments being offered today.  Lack of implementing a safe delivery 

model increases the stressors of the radiation therapists (RTs) as they are expected to do much 

more patient delivery than 10 years ago, but still within the same staffing model. Additionally, 

lack of professional development opportunity adds to burnout and reduction in job satisfaction. 

All six influences as outlined by Maslach will be review as they relate to the role of RTs.  

   Wacholz (2013) indicates finding an inverse relationship between burnout and 

spirituality, a factor which can act as a protective resource against stress. Organizational support 

in professional development can has also shown positive effects in reducing burnout and 

increasing job satisfaction (Bakker, 2005).  All efforts should be made to recognize and prevent 

burnout in radiation therapy as it contributes to medical errors, staff turnover and a decrease in 

patient satisfaction which can reduce organizational effectiveness (Leiter, 2014). 

Methodology 

   A mixed methodology approach was used for this research.  Two established and 

validated surveys developed by Christina Maslach and Michael Leiter, named the Maslach 

Burnout inventory (MBI-HSS) and the Areas of Work life (AWL) scale (Leiter, 2014), were 

conducted.  In addition, 3 structured interviews to examine the results were conducted, 
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specifically with those in supervisory roles to allow for better understanding of the level of 

burnout experienced in the population of therapists involved and leadership’s current thinking 

regarding burnout reduction. 

Literature 

Burnout, characterized as a compilation of emotional exhaustion or fatigue, 

depersonalization, and loss of meaning or purpose in work, can lead to loss of job satisfaction 

and ill health, as well as reduction to patient satisfaction and effectiveness of care (Shanafelt, 

2014, Sanchez-Riley, 2013). In 2002, authors Akroyd, Caison and Adams reviewed 12,000 

radiation therapists licensed with the American Registry of Radiologic Technology (ARRT) and 

found that they exhibited high levels of burnout with emotional exhaustion and 

depersonalization. Surprisingly, “41% of the respondents saw themselves as possessing high 

levels of professional self-esteem” (Akryod, 2002, p. 818). This finding is mirrored the study of 

burnout and career satisfaction of US oncologists (Shanafelt, 2012), finding that they too 

exhibited high levels of burnout, but still felt high levels of job satisfaction. The former study 

also claimed that radiation therapists exhibited high levels of burnout when compared to the 

professional norms, and elevated levels of burnout as compared to nurses who spend a majority 

of their time on direct patient care. 

  By using Leiter, Baker and Maslachs’ review of the six leading aspects which influence 

burnout (Leiter, 2014) among healthcare workers as a framework for an initial review, it can be 

discovered which aspects have the least impact on burnout. Study findings can allow 

professionals to focus on the factors that can have the most impact on reducing burnout.  Below 

is a review of the literature to support each concept. 
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Manageable Workload 

  Radiation Therapy is administered to patients through a series of treatments planned 

over a number of weeks or months.  Traditionally, most treatments are delivered within a fifteen-

minute time frame and a radiation therapist may deliver radiation to up to 60 patients per day, 

back to back, in these time slots.  Akroyd discovered that “job-related stresses such as work load, 

time pressure, and role conflicts correlate more highly with burnout than with patient-related 

interactions” (p. 820), indicating that this tight schedule plays a large role in professional 

exhaustion. In addition to this, many organizations are still functioning on the minimalistic 

approach to staffing. The American Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncology (ASTRO) 

published an article in 2012 titled Safety is No Accident (Zietman, 2012) outlining that proper 

staffing is imperative to deliver safe radiation treatments.  

   Workload can be better understood through determining what an acceptable workload is 

as well as defining what constitutes too much.  National associations such as the American 

Society of Therapeutic Radiation Oncologists (ASTRO) has acknowledged the advances in 

technology for current radiation treatments as an increase in workload and have warranted a 

second look at the basic staffing model from the practice ten years earlier.  ASTRO recommends 

that a minimum of one full time therapist be employed for every ninety patients treated annually, 

and this can increase depending on the complexity of the treatments offered from department to 

department (Zietman, 2012).  Though this is an operational recommendation, many departments 

still function under the minimalistic approach of assigning one therapist to each linear 

accelerator, or treatment machine, sufficient to operate for radiation treatments.  Therapists 

identify this amount as overwork for their field, often placing them in an unsafe working 

environment, with no relief or second check for errors.  
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  Excessive workload due to minimal staffing also has a snowball effect into other areas 

of job satisfaction for RTs.  Overwork minimizes opportunities for additional training, or 

participation on other projects within the organization which might enhance and balance the 

workload and highly stressful job.  A study on RTs and burnout in the UK indicates “Excessive 

workload, lack of recognition and lack of professional development opportunities were identified 

as significant stressors and the presence of these organizational stressors consistently predicted 

higher emotional exhaustion” (Jasperse, 2014, p. 86). Jasperse’s findings indicate that strategies 

to reduce burnout should involve job redesign, flexible work schedules and opportunities for 

education and goal setting.  

Autonomy: Sufficient Authority to Make Decisions 

 Autonomy is an additionally perceived influence on occupational burnout.  Having 

autonomy in one’s professional role allows the individual to feel sufficiently empowered to make 

decisions that offer the best care for the patient or the best outcome for the department.  

Autonomy can be experienced through many means in a profession such as flexible schedules, 

participation in decision making, or simply feeling respected for one’s experience and opinions. 

Research shows that medical managers who hold greater autonomy than frontline staff displayed 

a lower level of burnout, even though their level of stress is perceived to be higher due to their 

job duties (Heeb, 2014). Understanding how autonomy can affect job satisfaction and impact the 

level of burnout experienced is important to understanding syndrome in RTs.  Heeb’s article 

(2014) examining nurse managers in oncology indicated that although managers inevitably hold 

highly stressful roles, their level of burnout was rather low when surveyed using the MBI tool.  

The literature suggests that due to the nature of their role, having autonomy on multiple levels 

and a flexible schedule, their overall stress was significantly reduced, thereby reducing their risk 
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of burnout.  This is something that most front line staff members do not have the privilege of, 

and therefore flexibility appears to be a major stress reliever.  

The majority of radiation therapists are precise thinking and highly adaptive individuals 

who have the ability to be both compassionate and technically savvy, and the rigorous education 

that they withstand is an additional testament to their level of intelligence (ASRT, 2016). It 

should not be a surprise that once they are working in the field, that there will be a longing for 

continuous learning and autonomy within the department in which they work. The Article, Safety 

is No Accident (Zietman, 2012) published by ASTRO highly suggests that radiation therapists 

(RTs), being the front line staff, have the authority to make decision for process improvement 

and for patient safety, which would involve them in many facets of department operations. Dr. 

Lawrence Marks within this article suggests “an ideal open environment with a safety-minded 

culture only exists where staff are permitted and encouraged to suggest and lead change to 

improve safety, quality and efficiency” (p. 19). This suggestion would have RTs in the forefront 

of patient safety and operational decisions; however, this is not overwhelmingly occurring 

throughout the majority of radiation departments. Grunfeld (2000) also speaks to this regarding 

their Canadian study with burnout, outlining “global rating of high job satisfaction was most 

strongly associated with feeling that professional experience was being used to the fullest, having 

variety in the job, and deriving intellectual stimulation from work” (p. 168). This statement 

therefore supports that when RTs have a greater role, and feel that their experience and opinions 

are part of the organizational culture and decision making, it reduces the propensity of burnout 

and can greatly increase the experience of job satisfaction.  

  Authors from the Journal of Personality and Social Psychology suggest that autonomy 

is a “job resource” which can produce greater well-being and job satisfaction. A meta-analysis of 
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63 countries indicated that “individualism was a consistently better predictor than wealth” 

(Fisher, 2011, p.164) for personal well-being.  

  Another author, Bakker (2005) indicates that autonomy is crucial to job satisfaction as it 

allows for more individual resiliency.  He states “greater autonomy is associated with more 

opportunities to cope with stressful situations” (p. 172), allowing people to feel more fulfilled 

and satisfied when they have the laterality to make the decisions they feel will produce the best 

results. 

Rewards and Recognition 

  It is becoming widely understood in healthcare that rewards and recognition play a 

major part in reducing staffing turnover and increasing job satisfaction.  This is another factor 

that affects the level of burnout staff can experience. Jasperse outlines in his 2014 study that lack 

of recognition is a significant contributor to burnout and increases job stress.  Highly engaged 

employees often seek recognition to ensure that their hard work is being recognized and worthy 

of their efforts.  Lack of recognition can cause good employees to decline in their engagement 

and to do only the minimum of work necessary for department function, leading to both 

individual and organizational stress. 

Sense of Community in the Workplace 

  The literature supports the idea that those departments who have a strong sense of 

community have lower rates of burnout, signifying that social support in the organization, as well 

as leadership support can lead to a reduction in stress and burnout. Akroyd’s article (2002) 

describes that social support in the workplace can reduce stress as it provides workers with 

additional knowledge and advice for work situations, and also allows for reassurance of one’s 

skills and worth within a department.  Similarly, the ASTRO article (Zietman, 2012, p. 19) 
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article suggests “empowerment is a meaningful way to provide team members with a feeling of 

responsibility, thereby increasing job satisfaction, raising expectations and enhancing 

performance.” This inter-professional respect is important to RTs and can improve their 

relationships within the department.  Leiter (2014, n.p.) also explains in his book that negative 

relationships at work, either through coworker bullying, or unfair treatment from a supervisor, 

“have deleterious effects on employees, because they threaten the resources of the individual.” 

This same book explains that “coworker and supervisor support were related negatively to 

exhaustion and depersonalization, and positively to personal accomplishment” indicating that a 

cohesive, supportive department with good social support of its members would reduce overall 

stress and reduce the inclination of burn out. 

Fairness 

  The idea of fairness relates the quality of the department supervisor, and the level of 

professionalism and support given to all of its members equally.  We have all seen or heard the 

phrase ‘people don’t leave jobs, they leave managers’, and the literature surrounding job 

satisfaction certainly supports this.  Probst’s (2009) review of job satisfaction and burnout in the 

UK outlines that one of the strategies for staff retention should be greater attention to the 

leadership within the departments and their training and capabilities.  “Clinical supervisors and 

those in first line management positions need to have appropriate managerial and leadership 

training; in some cases, these skills were perceived as lacking” (p. 9). An increase in leadership 

development ensuring good management can reduce the relative stress within a department. 

Common Values with the Organization 

  When staff does not share a common value with the organization, the goals and 

strategies of the organization can be a factor which increases work stress.  This can cause a 
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misalignment with the leadership and the staff.  Leiter (2014, n.p.) highlights the support factor 

in reducing burnout by indicating “coworker and supervisor support were related negatively to 

exhaustion and depersonalization, and positively to personal”. In light of this finding, Probst 

(2009) indicates that “two-way” communication needs to exist between staff and management to 

reduce stress in the workplace.   

  Not only communication, but support of the staff in their personal goals should be a 

strategy.  Professional development, or lack thereof, was a significant stressor leading to burnout, 

therefore, career planning was a strategy that was suggested by Probst (2009, p. 9).  A strategy 

should include “An organizational culture that supports Continuous Professional Development; 

provision of infrastructure to support continual learning” in an effort to enhance personal 

accomplishment, and increase job satisfaction. 

Preventative Factors for Burnout in Radiation Therapy 

Spirituality 

  Burnout prevention programs within healthcare organizations often point to self-care, 

including exercise and mental timeouts from work and its stressors, however, some of the most 

compelling literature suggests that being “spiritual” has some of the greatest prevention powers 

for Burnout.  Wachholtz’s article (Wachholtz, 2013) on spirituality in Medical residents found 

that “having a spiritual life, and having that spirituality salient through daily experiences appear 

to be critical factors associated with less burnout” (p. 9), and did not point to any certain religion 

or practice, but the merely the idea of spirituality. 

Social Support 

  Social support at work has been shown to be a preventative resource against Burnout. 

Bakker states that is protects against “pathological consequences of stressful experiences” (2005, 
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p. 171). This support can be in the form of supervisor support and positive relationships, or 

coworker support which can offset other stressful aspects by sharing with a teammate. Akroyd’s 

(2002) article also explains this relationship with social support, where “Individuals who have 

supportive social relationships in the workplace may be able to rely on others to aid them in 

dealing more effectively with stressful situations.” (p. 820) .Akroyd found that the simple 

reassurance of worth from coworkers was enough to significantly reduce workplace stress with 

individuals, and therefore supports the preventative affect that a social support has on the 

expression of burnout.  

Transformational Leadership 

A leadership model made mainstream by James McGregor Burns is making its way into 

many radiation oncology articles and fundamental textbooks, called Transformational 

Leadership.  A theory later developed by Bernard Bass, through many publications, indicates that 

transformational leaders “hold positive expectations for followers, believing that they can do 

their best. As a result, they inspire, empower, and stimulate followers to exceed normal levels of 

performance” (Bass, 2008, n.p.).  Due to the elevated focus on safety in radiation oncology, this 

theory promotes the involvement of all staff in creating a culture of safety (Washington, 2015). 

In order to promote and sustain this type of environment transformational leaders empower staff 

to question and developed procedures and protocols together for the benefit of the patient and the 

department.  This type of leadership could reduce the expression of burnout in RTs by 

acknowledging opinions and experience, and allowing a certain level of autonomy with patient 

safety in mind.  Transformational leadership, therefore, may be the kind of leadership that acts as 

a preventative factor in the accumulation of burnout symptoms.     
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  Additional leadership strategies are outlined by many progressive management 

organizations, and as such have become part of the education to become an effective leader.  The 

management study guide (MSG experts, 2016), describe an effective organizational leader is 

someone who demonstrates a democrative /participative leadership style.  These leaders guide 

their staff towards a goal by motivation in addition to acknowledging skill and expertise, and 

welcoming suggestions for performance improvement.  This same management study guide 

describes the organizational leader as someone “who must work as a team. He should recognize 

that he is part of the organization as a whole” (MSG experts, 2016, n.p.). This type of leadership 

would be conducive to the optimal work environment for RTs, allowing them freedom to share 

their ideas, and offering them reassurance of worth within the organization.  

Conclusion 

    This research reviewed the key concepts influencing burnout in radiation therapy, and 

determine which of these factors are most influential to the Sharp Healthcare organization. 

Additionally, determining which factors are most common in Sharp’s radiation oncology 

departments allowed more focus on strategies thought to give the greatest reduction of burnout 

amongst radiation therapists.  These suggested changes could potentially increase RT job 

satisfaction to an engagement level that supports the well- being of the patients and the 

organization.   

   The literature suggests that the cause of burnout in RTs is multifocal with contributing 

factors from the six areas of work-life, such as workload, autonomy, social support and so on.  

Learning more about the preventative resources such as spirituality, as well as leadership 

strategies which could affect the expression of burnout are important tools organizations can 

utilize to maximize the effectiveness of their staff and overall employee satisfaction. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

   Understanding the major influences of burnout in a radiation oncology department is only 

the first step in identifying how burnout affects the organizational effectiveness of the 

department. Burnout affects the practice of safe patient care, as well as job satisfaction which 

contributes directly to staff turnover.  The first research question uncovered which Areas of 

Work-life (AWL) influence had the greatest impact on our therapists at Sharp, and also revealed 

their functional level of burnout expression.  The Second research question explored the 

reasoning behind the expression of burnout at Sharp by reviewing the MBI report with the 

department leaders. By exploring the results and examining the AWL scale, leaders could then 

suggest organizational changes which would best support the work of their RT team. 

   A mixed methodology approach conducting two established and validated surveys 

developed by Christina Maslach named the Maslach Burnout inventory (MBI-HSS), and the 

Areas of Work-life scale (AWL) (Leiter, 2014), were conducted.  In addition, a series of 

structured interviews were completed with each department’s leader to offer a better 

understanding of the burnout results, and to provide feedback on the challenges regarding 

burnout reduction. The interview questions helped managers examine the results of the MBI and 

AWL survey results from Sharp RTs and provide suggestions for organizational changes 

believed to help reduce any perceived influence of burnout expression. 

   The purpose of my study was to discover which of the six influences of burnout were 

most powerful in impacting burnout in radiation therapists, and how management could 

manipulate workplace factors to provide a better work environment for radiation therapists. 
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Setting, Participants and Sample 

   Due to the majority of literature on occupational burnout in oncology being focused on 

oncology nurses or oncologists, my study focused on the level of burnout and the contributing 

factors for staff radiation therapists within the radiation oncology departments in the Sharp 

organization.  Through my role as clinical lead, my leadership counterparts throughout the Sharp 

organization had agreed to support this research project. By giving a brief introduction of the 

research, and contacting the leadership of all of the radiation therapy departments within Sharp, I 

attempted to involve as many radiation therapists as possible to provide a valid sample for this 

study.  The number of Sharp employed RTs is twenty.  

   This research focused on departments within the Sharp organization, as I am interested in 

directing change to improve the work environment for the staff of these departments.  Sharp 

possesses three moderate sized radiation oncology departments, each partnered with a private 

practice radiation oncology group of physicians, and therefore have slight differences in their 

operations.  Having privilege to administer the MBI and AWL surveys to the radiation therapists 

employed within these three departments, allowed for data collection and information which 

could lead to operational suggestions to improve functions in all three groups. 

   Radiation Therapists were invited to participate in the study through email, with links to 

the MBI-HSS and AWL surveys, via the Surveymonkey.com online platform.  In addition, 

structured one on one interviews were held with radiation therapy managers and/or supervisors 

to gather insight on the results of our groups MBI and AWL results. During this interview, 

managers reviewed the results of the group and offered suggestions for organizational changes 

thought to be most promising to combat the major influences apparent in the results.  
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Data 

Data was gathered through the completion of the MBI-HSS and AWL surveys through an 

emailed link to surveymonkey.com, which was completed by the radiation therapists in the 

involved departments. The MBI-HSS is the most widely used tool to assess occupational burnout 

in research, and is a tool which has demonstrated validity and reliability with many previous 

studies. Akroyd (2002) indicates “Maslach and Jackson report reliability coefficients of 0.90 for 

emotional exhaustion, 0.79 for depersonalization, and 0.71 for personal accomplishment.” 

(p.817).  This tool was accompanied by five demographic questions for comparison such as 

gender, years of experience in the field, level of education, type of employment, and age 

category.  A general evaluation depicting the level of burnout was established for the population 

of the study, and compared to the published norms.  In addition, the AWL survey was conducted, 

which also has Cronback Alpha values ranging from .70 to .82 for reliability (Leiter, 2004). The 

data from this survey determined which of the six established influences on burnout were the 

most prevalent in the study participants, and were reviewed as a group report with the Sharp 

oncology managers for feedback and dialogue on the results. Feedback was then categorized for 

themes of suggested organizational changes believed to improve work environments, based on 

the survey results. 

Analysis 

   Burnout expression for participants was established as a group and compared to national 

norms, as the standard for healthcare professionals.  In addition, group ratings for each of the six 

influences was established and compared to national norms, to determine which influences are 

most influential within oncology as compared to other health care professionals. 
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Data was collected through Survey Monkey and analyzed using the SPSS software, with 

descriptive statistics for mean, SD, and data frequencies.  This information was used to compare 

the Sharp data to the published national norms for Burnout.  One-way ANOVA was conducted to 

determine the effect of the demographic information on the results. A Pearson correlation 

coefficient was used to determine the level of burnout in relation to the demographical 

determinants collected, such as age, years of experience and level of education. The results of the 

AWL survey were stand alone data, and were not correlated with demographic data of the 

participants as the aim of the survey was to simply identify the most apparent work-life influence 

amongst the population surveyed. 

  Leader interviews were conducted and transcribed.  Leader feedback from the 

interviews on the group MBI-HSS and AWL results were organized for common themes for 

explanations and suggestions for improvements. From all of the collected, recommendations for 

organizational improvements were made for the radiation oncology departments. 

Sample size 

   Conflicting results on the necessity of sample size for an opinion survey such as the MBI 

and AWL exists.  Since the data was being collected from a relatively small sample size, a 

maximum of twenty participants, the research could have shown proportional significance based 

on saturation- that is, until the maximum number of participants is collected.  However, more 

empirical estimation of sample size has been adopted for the population, assuming a maximum 

of twenty participants.  Having a confidence level of 90%, and implementing a margin of error of 

10%, our sample size would have needed to be sixteen participants out of the twenty available.  
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Participant Rights 

   Procedures to conceal the identity and maintain anonymity of the participants were put in 

place.  Since the survey was administered through the Survey Monkey platform, the participants 

remained anonymous, and both the researcher and the departmental leadership had no knowledge 

of who participated within their individual departments, as the results were shared as a group 

report.  

   The accompanying structured survey for managers reviewed the group report and each 

manager were asked to acknowledge and explain the results from their perspective, and give 

recommendations on what might be implemented for improvement.  Common suggestions were 

collected, and the management data was reported as a group as well, maintaining the anonymity 

of the individuals. 

   Permission to conduct research within the organization was first established which 

involved giving a presentation, including the intent of use of the survey tools and interviews, to 

Sharp Healthcare’s IRB committee. The IRB approval through the University of New England 

was also completed before subjects were accessed. 

Potential Limitations 

   My position and experience in radiation therapy could have caused potential limitations 

in the interpretation of the data.  The results of the MBI-HSS and AWL, being validated tools, 

were reliable and have been the main focus of this study.  It’s results displaying which workplace 

factors have the foremost influence on the onset of occupational burnout were clearly displayed 

among the data.  

   Overall, involving a non-biased participant in the data collection, especially in the 

transcription of the manager’s interviews were beneficial to reduce any bias, which is why direct 
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quotes were used in the data description of these interviews in the results chapter, to help the 

readers understand that any conclusions drawn had come from the qualitative data collected. 

   My position as an experienced radiation therapist and oncology leader, along with 

extensive educational training in organizational change and transformational leadership added 

knowledgeable insight to the MBI and AWL results and the suggestions of change 

implementation from the department leaders. 

Conclusion 

   Surveying all of the RT’s within the Sharp Radiation oncology departments who 

volunteer to participate provided key information to leadership on making their departments 

better environments to work within, and provide optimal patient care for their cancer patients.  

By maintaining confidentiality of the individual results and interviews, participants provided 

honest feedback on the types of changes necessary to create a more effective and satisfying place 

to work.  Using the validated MBI and AWL tools as well as the structured interviews with 

leaders to examine the results, provided a mechanism to examine and explore which 

organizational changes were necessary in their departments.  Sharp’s mission boasts attempting 

to be the “best place to work in the universe” (Sharp.com, n.p.) and therefore, this type of 

research was integral in helping organizational leaders understand the struggles of the staff it 

values so much.  In understanding the challenges, leaders can now be better prepared to make 

organizational changes towards a better work environment. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

RESULTS 

 

The purpose of this mixed methods study was to discover which of the six areas of work-

life influences are most powerful in impacting burnout in radiation therapists at Sharp 

Healthcare, and how oncology leadership could manipulate workplace factors to provide a better 

work environment for radiation therapists (RTs). 

The research also examined the level of burnout exhibited by the radiation therapists at 

Sharp Healthcare and whether existing demographic factors had any impact on the aspects of 

burnout among the RTs who participated. 

Analysis Method 

A pool of 20 possible participants including all RTs employed full time or part time were 

sent an email through their work domain with an invitation to participate in this study which was 

to determine the level of burnout amongst the RTs at Sharp and the major work-life influences 

affecting burnout.  The link to the MBI-HSS inventory was embedded in the first email, which 

contained the validated survey available through the Survey Monkey platform for ease of 

completion, and also contained five demographic questions, which may have had an influence on 

the burnout results.  The second email contained a similar Survey Monkey link with access to the 

AWL survey a few weeks later.  

The responses to the MBI-HSS were aggregated after a period of 2 weeks. The response 

rate was favorable (n=14), acquiring 82% of the total possible participants during this time 

period, which was 17 RTs. Of the 20 RTs to whom the email was sent, 3 were on administrative 

or medical leaves of absence, bringing the total anticipated responses to 17. Using the sample 
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size of 17 and a confidence level of 95% for the population, the margin of error was calculated to 

be 12%.  This calculation assumes a normal distribution within the data. 

 Data was first analyzed using the MBI-HSS scoring tool to interpret a resulting group 

score for burnout in the three categories of Emotional Exhaustion (EE), Personal 

Accomplishment (PA) and Depersonalization (DP).  Upon completion of the MBI-HSS surveys, 

data were exported in a .csv document and imported to the Statistical Package for Social 

Sciences (SPSS) Version 24.0.  Using the SPSS software, data were analyzed using descriptive 

statistics and frequencies for the MBI-HSS information and demographic questions.  To 

determine whether the demographic data had any effect on the MBI-HSS results, Chi Square 

tests, Pearson’s correlations, and Kendall’s Tau were conducted to test the null hypothesis of the 

non-parametric data using a 95% confidence interval.  One-way ANOVA test analyzed the 

normally distributed data, in a parametric fashion to determine the correlations between the 

demographic data and the resulting MBI-HSS results, also using a 95% confidence interval for 

determination of significance.  Post-Hoc Tukey was added to the ANOVA analyses for 

intergroup comparison of the MBI-HSS and demographic data. The AWL survey data was 

collected and analyzed using the survey scorecard accompanying the validated survey tool to 

interpret which work life influences were most expressed in this population.   

  All results from the above two surveys were presented to the oncology leadership at 

Sharp, expressing the level of burnout amongst RTs and comparison to national health care 

norms, as well as demographic factors which showed significant correlations or significance in 

the data analysis.  The responses from the leadership interviews were collected and analyzed for 

common themes regarding two areas: 1) contributive factors to areas of burnout and AWL 
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factors, and 2) organizational suggestions which could be implemented as a systematic approach 

in Sharp Healthcare’s three radiation oncology departments. 

Presentation of Results 

Study Participants 

   Of the 20 RTs receiving the survey link, only 17 would have had access to complete it 

due to 3 participants being on leave of absence.  The number of participants was 14 (n=14) and 

of these participants, 4 were male (28.6%) and 10 (71.4%) were female. Employment status 

within this population included 4 part-time employees (28.6%) and 10 full time employees 

(71.4%). The ages of the participants were collected in two groups with 4 participants being 21-

35 years old and the other 10 participants falling into the 36-50-year range, with no one 

responding in the other age ranges. Participants fell into only two of the 4 education groups, 

reflecting 35.7% of the participants with an associate degree (N=5) and the other 64.3% (n=9) 

with a bachelor’s degree. None of the participants had completed a master’s degree or doctorate 

level education. The years of experience ranged from 1 (n=1) participant with 20+ years, 4 (n=4) 

participants with 11-19 years, 7 (n=7) participants with 6-10 years and 2 (n=2) participants with 

1-5 years of experience in radiation therapy. 
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Table 1 

 

Participant demographic information 
Demographic Categories  n = 14 (%) 

 
Gender 

Females 
Males 

  
10 (71.4) 
  4 (28.6) 

Age 
    21-35 
    36-50 

 
  4 (28.6) 
10 (71.4) 

Type of Employment with Sharp 
    Full Time 
    Part Time 

 
10 (71.4) 
  4 (28.6) 

Years of Experience in Radiation Therapy 
    20+ 
    11-19 
    6-10 
    1-5 

 
  1 (7.1) 
  4 (28.6) 
  7 (50) 
  2 (14.3) 

Highest Level of Education Achieved 
    Associate Degree 
    Bachelor’s Degree 

 
5 (35.7) 
9 (64.3) 
 

 

MBI-HSS Results 

  Combined results were collected from the participants and the mean response for each 

question in the survey was used to establish the scores for Emotional Exhaustion (EE), Personal 

Accomplishment (PA) and Depersonalization (DP).  Mashlach and Leiter confirm a reliability 

coefficient of r= 0.9 for EE, r= 0.71 for PA and r= 0.79 for DP. (Akroyd, 2002).  The results for 

the Sharp group expressed a moderate rating of 23.45 for EE, higher than the national MBI 

norms, which state a score of 22 for its mean.  The PA score surpassed that of the MBI norms, at 

40.35 (high) compared to 34.6.  The scores for DP were also favorable, resulting in 3.67 (low) 

for Sharp RTs, compared to 8.7 for MBI norms, indicating that the study’s participants are still 

making strong patient/ caregiver interactions, keeping the connectivity to their work and patient 

satisfaction. Overall, the results for the MBI-HSS assessment is favorable, however, there are 
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significant findings in the data which outline EE as an area of concern for many aspects of 

personal wellbeing and patients care. 

Table 2 

 

MBI-HSS Scoring indicating Sharp Participants and MBI Norms 

Group EE (mean value) PA(mean value) DP(mean value) 

Sharp (n=14) 23.45 (Moderate) 40.35 (High) 3.67 (Low) 

MBI Norms (n=11,067) 22 34.6 8.7 

* MBI norms from Akroyd, 2002. 

Frequencies 

  According to the frequencies, some responses had more expression than others.  For 

example, 35.7% (n=5) of the responses indicated they “feel emotionally drained from my work” 

a few times a month.  Other frequently expressed responses included the statement “I feel used 

up at the end of the workday” with 35.7% (n=5) responding a few times a week.  These were the 

two most expressed responses pertaining to EE.   Responses for PA were much more uplifting, 

with responses to the statement “I feel I am positively influencing other people’s lives through 

my work” “everyday” scoring 78.6 % (n=11), which was the single highest response of all 

questions.  DP’s low expression was also conveyed in the frequencies to the statement “I feel 

recipients blame me for their problems” responding “never” from 50% (n=7) of the participants. 

The lowest recorded response was the question “I don’t really care what happens to some 

recipients” with 92.8% of the respondents indicating “never”. This exhibits strong support that 

Sharp RTs care very deeply for the patients they treat each day. Figure 1 displays the MBI-HSS 

responses from the RTs surveyed, representing the range of responses exhibited for each 

question. 
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Figure 1. MBI-HSS Answer Frequencies from 0-6 (never –everyday) 
 

Non-Parametric Correlations and Chi Square Tests 

  In an effort to determine whether the demographic factors affected the responses to the 

MBI statements, Chi squared analysis was run on the data. One of the areas where the responses 

were significant involved PA and years of experience.  Three questions relating to PA from the 

MBI report expressed significance when correlated with years of experience. For example, “I can 

easily understand how my recipients feel about things” had a Kendall Tau significance value of 

(P<0.026). Others, including “I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job” show a 

Kendall Tau significance of (P<0.011), supporting the 95% confidence interval.  There were also 

significant finds correlating PA and Level of Education, where the response to the statement “I 

can easily understand how my recipients feel about things” showed a Kendall Tau significance 

value of (P<0.002). Similar significant findings with Kendall tau for such statements “I deal very 

effectively with the problems of my recipients” show significance of (P<0.028), indicating that 

level of education has an effect on the responses, which allows us to reject the null hypothesis.  

  The non-parametric correlations for demographic markers and EE showed significance in 

multiple areas.  EE and Age showed a strong correlation with Kendall Tau, a significance of 

(P<0.003) was shown for the statement “I feel used up at the end of the workday”, indicating that 

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00

I feel emotionally drained from my work

I feel I treat some recipients as if they were…

I feel I'm positively influencing other people's lives…

I feel frustrated by my job

I feel exhilarated after working closely with my…

I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems
How often 0-6?
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age has a factor to play in this response. Also showing a strong Kendall Tau correlation 

significance was “I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face another day on 

the job” expressing significance (P<0.057), and Kendall Tau of (P<0.003). 

Table 3 

 

Chi-Squared Tests Showing Significance in Relation to Questions Measuring Emotional 

Exhaustion 

 

Significance level set at p<.05 

Note. EE questions “I feel frustrated by my job”, “I feel burned out from my work”, and 

“working with people all day is really a strain on me” were omitted as they did not show any 

significance.  

 

  Age was the only demographic parameter showing significant correlations with DP, with 

a Kendall Tau (P <.026). EE and Age, Gender, Type of Employment, and Years of Experience 
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all showed significance ranging from (P<0.020) to (P<0.057) which also supports rejecting the 

null hypothesis regarding the affect demographic factors have on MBI responses.  

Pearson, Kendall, Spearman’s Correlations 

Correlations and Personal Accomplishments 

  Pearson’s correlation was analyzed for the parametric data including all questions in the 

MBI survey. Questions categorizing PA indicated that the strongest correlations between 

responses to questions “I feel very energetic” and “I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with 

my recipients” (r=.654, P<0.05, n=14), and also “I feel exhilarated after working closely with my 

recipients” (r=.554, P<0.05, n =14).  These questions demonstrated correlation in the 

significance of (P<0.05).  Non parametric data also showed some level of significant correlations 

in the Spearman’s Rho analysis between questions “I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with 

my recipients” and “I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job”, however, this 

significance showed stronger a correlation in the (P<0.01) range (r=.681, P<0.01, n=14).   

Correlations and Depersonalization 

  Questions for DP showed no correlations in the (P<0.01) range of significance for non-

parametric data using Kendall Tau, but did show (P<0.05) correlation range for questions “I feel 

recipients blame me for some of their problems” and “I feel this job is hardening me 

emotionally”, (r=-.543, p<.05, n=14). Similarly, these same questions demonstrated high 

correlations with Spearman’s rho, as well.  Pearson’s parametric data analysis demonstrated 

significant correlations in the (P<0.01) range for questions “I feel I treat some recipients as if 

they were impersonal objects” and “I don’t really care what happens to some recipients” (r=.789, 

P<0.01, n=14), which suggests that those who do not care for the individual patient may truly be 

treating them as objects.  Other correlations in the 95% (P<0.05) confidence level were pairs 
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questions “I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally” with “I’ve become more callous 

towards people since I took this job” (r=.546, P<0.05, n=14), as well as “I don’t really care what 

happens to some recipients” and “I feel recipients blame me for some of their problems” (r=.609, 

P<0.05, n=14). Their linear correlations suggest that those worried about becoming callous 

strongly relates with their fear of this job hardening them emotionally.  Similarly, participants 

feeling like patients blame them for their problems may feel they are treating patients like 

objects. 

Table 4 

 

Pearson Correlations Showing Significance with Questions Expressing Depersonalization 

 

**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-Tailed)  

* is significant at the .05 level (2-Tailed) 

 

Correlations and Emotional Exhaustion 

  Pearson’s correlations of the parametric data show correlations in the majority of 

questions, with more than half of the significance being in the (P<0.01) range. This suggests a 

linear correlation with the answers of many of the EE questions, however, there were two 
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questions in particular that showed a higher significance to all of the other questions.  The 

question “I feel fatigued when I get up in the morning and have to face another day on the job” 

showed (P<0.01) range of significance with all of the other questions, indicating that as this 

response increased in frequency, ranging from never to everyday, so did all of the others. The 

other highlighted question was “I feel burned out from my work” which revealed a correlation of 

(P<0.01) for all questions except “Working with people directly puts too much stress on me”, 

which still displayed a correlation of (P<0.05) (r=.615, P<0.05, n=14). This might suggest that 

some participants feel that working with people is a possible buffer for burnout, where others 

find it contributes to their exhaustion. 

  Non-parametric correlations for EE demonstrate a lot of significance in the (P<0.01) 

range for many of the questions, however, the question “I feel fatigued when I get up in the 

morning and have to face another day on the job” had (P<0.01) range of correlation with all of 

the other questions indicating EE, suggesting that although the correlation is not linear in nature, 

there is some significance in the responses to this question, with all of the others. 

One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 

  To analyze the normally distributed data this parametric test showed correlations between 

the demographic factors and the responses, which may be linear. The results showed significance 

for all demographic factors in relation to MBI statements, except for age.   
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Table 5 

 

ANOVA Results Demonstrating Significance of Demographics within Three Burnout Categories 
Demographics EE PA DP 

Gender   X 

Education X  X 

Employment XXX   

Experience XXXX X XX 

*X signifies number of questions showing significance. 

  The one-way ANOVA highlights whether the demographic factors play a significant role 

in the expression of EE, PA, of DP.  Table 5 demonstrates the significance of education, 

employment and experience for EE, whereas age and gender appear to have no effect. Gender, 

however does shoe significance in DP, especially with the question “I feel I treat some recipients 

as if they were impersonal objects”, showing a significance of (p<0.004).  For the DP questions, 

all of the mean responses were higher for males, indicating that they tend to depersonalize more 

than females.  The only question which showed a higher mean score for females was “I worry 

that this job is hardening me emotionally.”  This is an expected result due to the natural 

personality traits difference between males and females.   

  Education shows a slight significance for EE expression, which shows that those with a 

bachelor’s degree have slightly lower mean responses to the EE questions on the Likert scale 

than those practicing with an associate degree. Questions showing significance was “I feel used 

up at the end of the workday” showing significance of (P<0.021), and demonstrating a higher 

response for those with an associate degree compared to a bachelor’s degree.   This relationship 

suggests that those with higher levels of education may have better coping skills to deter from 

EE.  It is important to point out, however, that level of education had no impact on PA, meaning 
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that those with higher degrees are not experiencing greater accomplishments than those who 

have lesser degrees.  

  Employment also showed significant contribution to EE.  Those who were employed full 

time, compared to part-time, recorded higher frequencies of expression for those questions 

contributing to EE, which aligns with literature that indicates time spent in direct patient care is a 

significant contributor to expression of burnout. Questions such as “I feel burned out from my 

work” showed the most significance (P<0.014), along with “I feel fatigued when I get up in the 

morning and have to face another day on the job” with a significance of (P<0.017).  Again, the 

expression of DP, or PA has no significance on employment status, however in the category of 

DP the responses with higher mean scores were expressed by full time participants rather than 

part-time employees, which also supports the literature of time spent in direct patient care 

increased expression of depersonalization.  For PA and type of employment there was no pattern 

expressed that would indicate a positive or negative correlation with type of employment to level 

of PA.  

  Years of experience demonstrate strong correlations with EE, also with some effect on 

DP and PA in decreasing order. There were four questions with significance in the category of 

EE with the highest question, showing a significance of (P<0.01) for the question “I feel used up 

at the end of the workday”, showing the most indicative for those with less years of experience, 

and decreasing as the age groups increase. This could be related to other personal factors, such as 

maturity, and life experiences as age increases. DP is also significant for two questions with “I 

feel recipients blame me for some of their problems” showing the greatest significance 

(P<0.001). These responses were also greater for those with the least amount of experience in the 

field. Years of experience and PA had one significant presentation of (P<0.009) for the question 
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“I can easily understand how my recipients feel about things”.  Responses demonstrate a higher 

response for increasing years of experience. Assuming that years of experience is somewhat 

correlated with increasing age, again, suggests that life experiences and maturity contribute to 

the responses for this question.  

Table 6 

 

Example of EE question in relation to all demographic factors, showing significance 

 

PostHoc Tukey Tests 

  Combining all data for years of experience, the PostHoc Tukey test indicates significance 

(p<0.00) for the questions “I feel like I am at the end of my rope” and “I worry this job is 

hardening me emotionally”.  This may represent the natural pattern of this type of work, where 

the initial years you struggle with the difficulty of the job and therefore need to adjust your 
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expectations versus reality. As the years of experience accumulate, as in the second question, 

you may feel that the job is taking too much of your energy as you look forward to retirement or 

career change.   

Table 7 

Demographic “years of experience” showing significance in two questions 

 

  In conclusion of the data analysis using the MBI-HSS and the demographic information 

collected, it is proven that the null hypothesis can be rejected for the influence of demographics 

on the burnout results. 

AWL Results 

  The AWL survey data was collected for the same group of participants as the MBI-HSS.  

Of the possible population of 20 RTs, 85% (n=17) completed the survey to assess the areas of 

work-life affecting burnout, a tool developed by Maslach and Leiter (2000). This validated 

survey tool is designed to measure the job-person fit for each of the 6 influences of work-life 

which affect job stress and ultimately burnout. The Chronbach’s alpha score exceeds 0.70. The 

AWL survey measures include the six areas of work-life which include workload, control 

(autonomy), reward, community, fairness, and values.  This survey tool uses a 5 point Likert 

scale which asks participants to rate their agreement to each comment from 1 to 5, where 1 is 
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strongly disagree and 5 is strongly agree. Due to the nature of some statements, reverse scoring 

(1=5, 2=4, etc.) was required, with the accompanying reverse values for calculations. Each score 

expresses congruence or incongruence with the work-life factor, corresponding to either a 

positive or negative job-person fit (Ganster, 2003). The scorecard metric suggested by the 

authors indicated a score above 3 should be perceived as a positive job-person fit, and values 

fewer than 3 should be perceived as a negative job-person fit.  One could also describe this scale 

as values fewer than 3 indicate areas which influences cause greater stress, and therefore have a 

great bearing on the effects of burnout in the occupation.  The following data analysis describes 

the finding for the RTs at Sharp healthcare.  

Scorecard Results 

  The overall results of the AWL for the Sharp RTs was favorable with all areas of work-

life showing a positive job-person fit, expressing a value greater than 3, as demonstrated in 

Graph 2.  The area with the greatest job-person fit was the category of values.  As explained 

earlier in the literature, sharing common values with the organization helps workers feel better 

about the work they do, creating great job satisfaction, which is a protective factor against 

developing burnout.  These results indicate a congruence of 4.02 (out of 5) as the mean score for 

all respondents in this category. Questions such as “The Organization is committed to quality” 

and “my career goals are consistent with the organization’s stated goals” scored high above the 3 

value, at a mean value of 4.12 which indicates a strong congruence with these statements.  The 

second highest scoring category was rewards.  The group’s mean score value was 3.85, 

indicating congruence and suggesting that they feel sufficiently rewarded and recognized for 

their hard work and effort within the organization.  The question “my work is appreciated” 

scored the highest within this category, with a mean value of 4.13.   
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  Two categories which fell within congruence, with mean values between 3.45 and 3.76 

were control and community, respectively.  Within control, the question scoring the lowest was 

“I have control over how I do my work” with a mean value of 3.14, however, within this same 

category the question “I have professional autonomy/independence in my work” scored the 

highest, at 3.71 for a mean value.  This could be due to the nature of the RT duties of following a 

prescribed treatment plan as the reason these two factors have given differing results.  

  The category of community showed favorable results supporting the job-person fit for the 

role of RT.  Questions such as “I feel close to my colleagues”, scored a mean value of 3.94, a 

reverse score, but indicated a strong congruence with the statement.  Other positive mean values 

were 4.06 for “I am a member of a supportive work group”, which supports that Sharp RTs feel 

they work with teammates who they can rely on, trust, and lean on for support and expertise. 

Having a positive perception of community in the workplace has been shown to decrease the risk 

of burnout, as it acts as a protective factor. 

  Fairness scored a mean value of 3.43, which is favorably above the 3 threshold, 

supporting the belief that members within the Sharp RT team are all held accountable for their 

actions, and similarly have the same expectations of job performance.  Fairness also measures 

whether work is distributed evenly and fairly, and the perception from this group is that this is 

true.  

  Workload expressed the lowest mean value (3.14), although it did exceed the value of 3 

thresholds which determined congruence. As anticipated, workload demonstrated that it is the 

least congruent within the job-person fit, which can also be explained as it causes the greatest 

threat to burnout amongst this group.  The question “I do not have time to do the work that must 

be done” had half of the respondents indicating that they agreed with this statement or it was 
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hard to decide (2-3 value), indicating that they feel pressure to meet the job demands without 

using additional job resources.  This influence can increase the risk of burnout amongst the RTs, 

as their job is demanding, both physically and emotionally in nature to begin with.  The lowest 

scoring value in this category was the question “I work intensely for long periods of time” which 

scored a mean value of 2.47, a value that exhibits incongruence with job-person fit.  This 

demonstrates the affect the time constraints to deliver care, along with high acuity patients and 

high risks procedures, has on the perception of workload in the RT workplace, and subsequently 

the increased risk of burnout when exposed to this for increased periods of time.   Lastly, the 

question “I leave my work behind when I go home at the end of the workday” also nearly fell 

short of the threshold, receiving a mean value of 3.0. This exposes the risk of the workplace 

stress affecting home life, and thereby increasing the risk of burnout in the workplace.  

 

Figure 2. Answer frequencies for AWL amongst Sharp RTs 

  

  Group norms for the AWL have been published through various literature and scholarly 

articles, as well as the AWL Manual by Maslach and Leiter (2000).  A comparison between the 

Sharp RT results to the national norms indicates a more favorable response from the Sharp RT 

data, although the sample size is much smaller.  The sample size for the Sharp RTs however, 

supports a 95% confidence interval with a 10% margin of error, given the sample population of 
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20, and n=17.  With this level of confidence, the data supports a strong confidence in the results 

for this particular group.  Of interest, the Sharp RTs share a similarity with the norm in workload 

being the lowest scoring (least congruent) with job-person fit.    

Table 8 

Sharp RT results in Comparison to the National Norms for AWL 

Group Workload Control Reward Community Fairness values 

Sharp RTs (n=17) 3.14 3.45 3.85 3.76 3.43 4.02 

AWL Norms 

(n=17,079) 

2.75 3.08 3.10 3.46 2.75 3.23 

* Norm values come from the AWL manual  

  In conclusion, the Sharp RTs expressed favorable results above a value of 3 for all areas, 

and also showed higher values for each influence as compared to the AWL norms.   The data 

also shows that the workload influence has the greatest impact on work life and therefore has the 

greatest ability to influence the risk of burnout in the Sharp RTs. 

Leadership Interview Data 

  After compiling the results of both forms of quantitative data, and adding the major 

findings to a PowerPoint presentation for the oncology leadership, one on one interviews were 

conducted with each entity’s leader, or manager (n=3) with 100% participation from this 

participant pool. First the MBI-HSS scores were reviewed for the Sharp RTs and comparison to 

national norms were highlighted.  Points of interest for each category for burnout were outlined, 

and discussed with each leader individually for consistency. The AWL data was reviewed as 

well, following the discussion of the MBI-HSS data. 

  Leaders were asked to comment on the following findings for the MBI survey. For DP, 
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the group score was low by scorecard value, lower than the national norms as well.  The mean 

values for males, however, scored higher than for their female colleagues.  For the PA category, 

results showed higher mean values for associated trained RTs than their bachelor’s trained 

counterparts, although the overall scorecard value for the group was considered to be high, and 

also scoring higher than national norms.  For the category of EE, the group scored a moderate to 

high value, and therefore had many significant findings in relation to the demographic 

determinants, which the leaders would find pertinent.  The first was the significant findings of 

EE and type of employment, finding that FT employees show and increased mean value in EE, 

as opposed to their PT peers. The second finding shared was that EE showed an increased mean 

value for those with less work experience than those with increasing experience in the field. EE 

also showed significant correlations with education, showing those trained with an Associate 

Degree experience higher levels of EE than their bachelor’s trained colleagues.  Leaders 

reviewed these points and gave feedback on each, which were reviewed for common themes, or 

agreement amongst the Sharp oncology leadership team.  

  In addition to the MBH-HSS data, the results of the AWL survey were shared in a similar 

way. The results in all six areas of work life were shared, demonstrating that all values fell above 

the value 3 threshold, which shows job-person congruence. While the leadership seemed relieved 

that the results did not express any areas of heightened stress, the two areas that were discussed 

in detail where the results in the areas of workload and control. The workload result was the 

lowest overall score for the group, including individual questions whose results scored lower 

than 3, and therefore shows the most influential in affecting the workplace and subsequently 

overall experience of burnout.  Although fairness score two points lower overall than control, 

control was looked at more closely as the individual questions in the category of control had 
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lower scores, and therefore a bigger impact on the workplace. Therefore, workload and control 

were the two areas discussed with the leadership as having the most potential in affecting the 

workplace environment. Data was reviewed for agreement and common themes among the 

participating leaders. 

Interview Results 

  The leaders were asked if they were surprised by the findings for DP, having a low score 

through the MBI-HSS scoring.  The majority response, with full agreement, was that they were 

not surprised, and a few comments indicated that they were relieved that this score was low.  

Since Sharp holds their marketed “Sharp Experience” as one where patients will always feel 

cared for, and not just another number, seeing that this group exhibits a deep caring connection 

to their patients is a positive for both the department and the Sharp healthcare organization.  

However, when asked if the finding that males did exhibit a higher overall score for DP than 

females, none of the leaders were surprised.  Leader A expressed “that makes sense.  Females are 

more personalized with their patients. Males can categorize.”, and leader B stated “I wish it 

didn’t (the data) show this.  That is society’s stereotype”.  Leader C gave the explanation that 

“guys are a little tougher than gals. We are more sensitive. They (males) don’t have that 

emotional part that we do”, all indicating that they were not surprised of the correlation of males 

expressing a higher DP than females. The two reasons they felt that were justified is that it is 

society’s expectation that males are less emotional, and they also have a greater ability to detach 

emotionally and treat their tasks as part of their jobs, whereas females more often get 

emotionally involved. 

  The MBI-HSS for PA were reviewed, indicating that PA for the group had a high score, 

and also surpassed the national norms. Again, leaders were not surprised about this result, and 
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felt their RTs at Sharp hold great pride in the work they do, so the result of feeling accomplished 

was expected.   In revealing that RTs who were associate degree trained show more expression 

of PA than their bachelor’s degree trained peers, the group had mixed responses.  Two thirds of 

the responses felt that was understandable, perhaps due to the fact that those with a bachelor’s 

degree might have higher expectation of what accomplishment is, or their reality is meeting their 

expectations of the job. Leader B had some insight that higher degrees might mean greater 

variety in their work, “sometimes (when they) have a higher level of education, you might give 

them other tasks.  They get more variety which might help with burnout”, but then continued to 

indicate that this also depends on the RTs initiative and not necessarily level of education.   The 

other one third expressed that they thought achieving a bachelor’s degree alone would have a 

great impact on PA. Leader C expressed that “I would feel more professional with a BS behind 

my name, but at that time, those my age went into the profession on a personal level and not a 

professional level.”, as a means to explain that many of the RTs currently hold an associate 

degree as opposed to a bachelor’s degree. 

 Results for EE showed many significant factors and insights received by the leaders 

were poignant.  Knowing that the group exhibited moderate to high scores for EE, scoring higher 

than national norms, leaders were not surprised overall, reiterating the rigorous nature of the 

therapy job, and its emotional consequences. When asked to comment on the significant 

correlation between EE and employment, all leaders (n=3) responses shared a common theme 

that those who work PT have a greater resiliency to burnout because they have more time outside 

of the work place, offering more time to refresh and regroup, whereas those RT’s who work FT 

are dealing with patient issues, delays and emergencies on a daily basis which can lead to both 

physical and emotional exhaustion. Leader A indicated “because they are seeing these patients 
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every day for a period of time, unlike others who do not see them daily. They (FT RTs) develop 

relationships with patients,” which was offered as justification that EE was more highly 

expressed. Leader C stated “I am not surprised, FT are working more, more hours with patient, 

exhausting them emotionally”, and Leader B shared they were also not surprised of the result 

“because you (the RT) are physically exhausted and therefore emotionally (exhausted) just 

correlated for me, because you are taking that all on the entire time you are there”.  

  The FT status also resulted in a higher score for DP as well, and the leaders expressed 

that this, again, is due to the physical exhaustion and daily activities which often force staff to 

“go through the motions” (Leader B), which can lead to a disconnect with personalized care.  In 

addition to the reduced time for refreshing for FT employees, leaders also expressed that FT 

workers hold a greater responsibility within the workplace, for communication of changes, as 

well as the expectation of accommodating emergency patients and overtime hour accumulation, 

all leading to increased time in direct patient care.  These are all items shown within the literature 

to increase risk of burnout, and therefore support this finding. According to Akroyd’s article 

(2002), “Maslach (2) contends that human service workers who have considerable interaction 

with patient problems (psychological, social, and/or physical) are potentially more subject to 

chronic stress that can be emotionally draining and lead to burnout”.  In addition, FT employees 

also experience higher workload, and Akroyd concluded that “job-related stresses such as 

workload, time pressure, and role conflicts correlate more highly with burnout than with patient-

related interactions” (Akroyd, 2002, p. 20). 

 The correlation between EE and those with less experience within RT having higher 

expression was not surprising to two thirds of the group as well (n=2).  Their insight was that 

those who are new in the field could have greater expression of EE due to making new 
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adjustments into work life after college, and that they are learning to “take care of themselves” in 

a new job, as an adult, etc. This, in addition to the emotional and physical commitment to this job 

can be overwhelming.  Another statement in alignment with the previous statement but having a 

different twist is that those with less experience are still learning how to cope with the emotional 

toll of caring for those with a terminal disease. Leader B surmised that less experienced RTs 

“haven’t seen every patient scenario, so (they experience) more exhaustion from mental anguish.  

(When) you see those odd things more than once; your confidence builds a little.” 

Leader C shared that when patients return for treatment for recurrent disease those with less 

experience “now have to deal with that emotional feeling of seeing them (patients) decline. I 

think more years have learned how to cope.  We are still emotionally attached to patients, but 

with experience, we know where they are in their illness; that the end is coming.”  For these 

reasons, the leadership was not surprised of the findings that less years of experience in RT 

express more EE.  

 The finding of increased EE for those with an associate degree as opposed to a 

bachelor’s degree, found two thirds of the leaders feeling that this may be due to the increase in 

education allowing for greater coping skills or troubleshooting and utility, in addition to maturity 

in the field. As leader B expressed for PA as well, those with Bachelor training may be offered 

more variety in their work, which can be a protective factor for EE. The literature also suggests 

that those with more education may play a role in the efficacy of their job, which can help lower 

EE. An article by Diggens in the Journal of Radiotherapy, 2013 outlines “Clinicians’ 

communication skills appear central to the task of addressing patients’ emotional concerns, and 

RTs may receive little training in this area. It is therefore possible that RTs who lack training or 

confidence in this area of patient care may be at particular risk of burnout” (Diggens, 2013, n.p.). 
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AWL Results 

  The results for workload were reviewed for the group. The leaders were not surprised that 

workload scored the lowest on the AWL scorecard, indicating the lowest job-person congruence.  

While one third of the leaders felt that this score was not due to staffing issues, but instead due to 

the inefficiency of current processes and a need for more training, the other two thirds (n=2) felt 

it had to do with an inability to staff the department appropriately the majority of the time.  

Leader B indicated “It is difficult to adjust with add on (patients) and emergencies. (We) are 

trying to have staffing appropriately, but you cannot always predict. It is hard to be nimble.  It is 

hard to have a pool of people who will come in on a moment’s notice”.  In addition, Leader C 

also stated “I think at times it is low staffing, when we get extremely busy. We have per diem 

staff, but when you are talking about working until 4:30pm instead of 4:00 p.m., you don’t call in 

a per diems for 30 minutes. You expect your regular staff to stay and do that, so you know that 

one day is fine, but a week or more is a little harder”.  While leaders felt they had standard 

staffing for predictable days, they expressed that many days they are forced to accommodate 

emergency oncology patients, or other special procedures which can over load their already 

condensed treatment schedule.  In this way, the RTs are then required to work faster or longer 

hours to accommodate the new addition to the schedule, often elongating their day or causing 

them to miss a lunch break. While this is acceptable occasionally, when this last for a number of 

days or weeks, this burden can lead to increased frustration over workload.  

  The AWL score for control was also reviewed as a potentially influential factor for 

burnout amongst this group.  While the leaders were not surprised with the result that control 

was a lower scoring factor, they had some great insight on why that might be.  Suggestions 

ranged from lack of control over one’s schedule which often causes conflicts with patient care, to 
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lack of confidence in the treatment areas leading to an inability to communicate with the 

physicians. Leader B explained “we all know what the outcome needs to be and how to get there, 

ultimately, but lack of control on how the MD wants to do things as opposed to how the RT 

wants to do things, and the lack of ideas on how to get the MD to accept your suggestions, to try 

them. Some of that can get you burned out.”  The leaders recognize that lack of control in this 

group, a group of highly organized and technical professionals, is an area where frustration can 

build easily, leading to increase in risk of burnout.  

Suggestions for Implementation of Organizational Change 

  The final two questions of the leader’s interviews related to how they could increase the 

job-person congruence in these two areas through organizational change.  Unanimously, (n=3) 

the decisions all included involving the RTs in more departmental decisions and organizational 

changes.  Various suggestions included involving them on more committees, providing more 

education through technology or through senior RT mentoring, which would increase confidence 

and allow more vocalization of suggestions or concerns in the patient’s care. Leader A indicated 

that “support them (RTs) in speaking up and being comfortable with speaking up” is a key factor 

to giving them more control in their work, which could reduce the EE expression.  Leader B 

offered “Rotating people through tasks, and working with more experienced therapists may help 

experience, gain confidence (with) how to approach and prove ideas. They (RTs) can feel they 

are contributing their ideas and that we are valuing their ideas”.  

 Overall, the recognition of the RT staff being the forefront of treatment, having 

experience and ideas that could streamline processes and validate knowledge and experience, 

could have an impact on control and workload. Leader B summed up their plan to address both 

workload and control by vowing to “Give people new opportunities for leading changes.”    
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 In addition to more involvement in departmental processes, two thirds of leaders (n=2) felt that a 

greater focus on their current staff model was needed.  The leaders indicated that being flexible 

to accommodate emergency patients and special procedure undoubtedly take a toll on the staff by 

increasing hours and expectations to give the patient the best care in the most efficient time 

frame. Leader C shared that “having that (additional) RT would be lovely! Prior to that, I would 

need to bring (proof) to administration, as well as provide data and proof the RTs are putting in 

OT, to justifying that position.” By increasing the number of per diem staff that are trained and 

ready to help in these times of need, or by increasing the daily staffing by one RT, they agreed 

that this flexibility would be less burdensome to the entire staff. The challenge in this suggestion 

is also one of financial burden to the department as well, and therefore some thought on how to 

achieve this within the budgetary limits of the department will need to take place. 

Summary 

  This research project aimed to reveal the current level of burnout the RTs at Sharp 

exhibited and whether the demographic factors of age, gender, employment type, years of 

experience and level of education impacted the expression of the Burnout categories of EE, PA, 

and DP.  After examining the data, and uncovering the proof of significance through the use of 

Chi Squared tests, the null hypotheses regarding demographic factors can be rejected.  The 

demographic information collected showed significance in a variety of tests, and play a big role 

in the level of burnout expressed, as well as within the specific burnout categories. 

  The research indicates the highest category of expression was EE in our study participant 

group, which is in alignment with the national norms.  Three demographic areas played a 

significant role in Sharp’s expression of EE, namely employment type (FT or PT), years of 

experience, and level of education.  EE appears more significant for those who work full time 
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hours (FT).  This is aligned with the research findings which indicate those who spend more 

hours in direct patient care have a higher risk of burnout. Years of experience plays a role in EE 

as well, with those with the least amount of experience demonstrating the greatest frequency of 

experiencing many components of EE.  This may be due to a significant learning curve in 

addition to graduation credentials, which may burden the newly graduated RTs, and reduce their 

ability to handle stressful situations at work.  The third demographic trait affecting EE is level of 

education.  Significance was found to support that those with a bachelor’s degree have lower 

mean responses to their frequencies of reporting for EE questions, which may indicate that those 

which bachelor’s degrees over associate degrees have a greater method of coping or handling 

stressful and emotional situations.  Demographic correlations associated with PA included 

gender, education and years of experience.  Those with more years of experience showed greater 

PA, and surprisingly showed no bearing to level of education, meaning that those with bachelor’s 

degrees did not experience greater PA than their associate degree peers.  In relation to gender, 

females expressed greater frequency of PA in their roles than their male peers.  The category of 

DP also showed males expressing higher frequencies of expression than females in most 

questions except the fear that their job is hardening them emotionally, in which females scored 

higher.  This finding is in alignment with societal norms of males being less emotionally 

involved with their recipients than females.  

  Using the Pearson correlations as an example, there are many questions that displayed 

linear correlations, but the overall theme indicated that when RTs feel accomplished in their 

roles they in turn feel they give the best care to their patients.  This is supported by the research 

which specifies that greater autonomy, which comes from confidence in their role, plays a strong 

role in job satisfaction, and therefore can have a protective role in the risk of developing burnout.  
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  The AWL results, which was meant to highlight the areas of work life which caused RTs 

at sharp the most stress leading to burnout, was found to be both workload and control.  

Although the scorecard for this group demonstrated a score higher than 3 for all work life areas, 

indicating positive job-person congruence, these two areas scored below the 3 threshold in 

individual questions, leading the overall score to be lower than the other areas, and indicating 

factors within these categories which cause significant stress. 

  In reviewing all of the data with the leadership, the overall theme was that they were not 

surprised by any of the demographic correlations with burnout, nor were they surprised with 

workload and control being two areas of work life which indicted the greatest stressors. After 

discussing why these correlations existed, and pondering the processes and workflow of each of 

their departments individually, the leaders offered insight on why the results would be as they 

were.  They were then asked to offer suggestions for change which might improve these various 

expressions of job stress, and how they would implement these changes. All leaders indicated 

that their first responsibly would be to include RTs in more decision making and policy adjusting 

within the department, and to recognize their role in the patient’s care as being an important 

voice to be heard when establishing change. They spoke about supporting their staff in gaining 

confidence in their roles, and sharing their voice on various project via committees or daily 

treatments.  Lastly, the majority of leaders opted to review their current staffing model, as 

recognition of the workload expressed, and evaluate whether they could relieve some stress to 

workers by adding more help, or having increased flexibility using more per diem staffing.   

  Overall, this research demonstrated that RTs at Sharp express some risk factors for 

burnout, especially in the EE category, and the possible areas for concern for increased risk of 

burnout are workload and control.  Sharp’s radiation oncology leaders welcomed the information 
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as a way to increase employee satisfaction by means of organizational change, which may 

increase departmental efficiency and patient satisfaction as well.  Highly insightful suggestions 

were made for change and the processes for implementation.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

 Radiation therapy is an important profession whose members deliver a life-saving dose 

of radiation to cancer patients, and whose technical and emotional expertise saves lives. These 

professionals work efficiently and maintain very rigid schedules in order to deliver treatment to 

their patients.  The challenges of time, technology, and patient care can be taxing on radiation 

therapists (RTs), and there has been increasing evidence that these individuals are at a greater 

risk of developing occupational burnout.   

 Burnout is a serious consequence of working in a stressful environment for prolonged 

periods of time, however, burnout can impact more than just the individual worker. Maslach, 

Leiter and Bakker (2014) explain that this prolonged stress can lead to burnout, which is a 

combination “of negative behavioral, attitudinal and physical changes in response to work-

related stress” (p. 80), and can lead to increased employee turnover, decreased job satisfaction, 

disengagement of staff, increased illness and increase in medical errors. These are very good 

reasons why employers should understand the level of burnout amongst their employees. The 

Work of Maslach and Leiter over the last number of decades have discovered 6 work-life 

influences that are major contributors to burnout, namely Workload, Control (autonomy), 

Reward, Community, Fairness, and Values with the organization (Leiter, 2014). Understanding 

which aspects of work-life cause the most stress and contribute to the onset of burnout is 

especially valuable to employers, helping them make insightful decisions on organizational 

change to combat that risk.   

   This study addressed one aspect of burnout that the literature did not address: which of 
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the six work-life influences have the greatest impact, specifically for radiation therapists? Such a 

gap in the literature means that leadership in radiation departments do not have the information 

they needed to design improvement for their workers. The purpose of my mixed methods study 

was to discover which of the six influences were most prominent in impacting burnout in 

radiation therapists, and how oncology leadership could manipulate workplace factors to provide 

a better work environment for radiation therapists.  By surveying all RTs in the Sharp Healthcare 

organization to determine their level of burnout, the research aimed to answer two important 

questions which were missing from literature on the subject of burnout and RTs.  Which of the 

six influences of burnout were most apparent for the radiation therapists at Sharp? And which 

workplace improvements did oncology leaders suggest might reduce the expression of burnout 

amongst their staff? This research gathered data from two validated surveys as well as through 

interviews with oncology leadership to gain answers to these questions. 

Interpretation of Findings 

 The RTs were asked to complete one survey which would help determine their level of 

burnout, called the MBI-HSS, and another survey to unveil which workplace factors seemed to 

cause the most stress in their work environment, called the AWL.  

MBI-HSS Results 

The results from the MBI-HSS survey indicated that the RTs polled expressed moderate 

to high levels of Emotional Exhaustion (EE), a subcategory of burnout.  In comparison to 

national norms amongst healthcare workers, the group scored higher in this category, expressing 

a higher level of EE which also showed correlations with many demographic factors gathered as 

well. For instance, EE is higher for those with the least amount of experience in the field, those 

with an associate degree as opposed to a bachelor’s degree, and those who worked full-time (FT) 
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as opposed to part –time (PT).  The group scored a high score for Personal Accomplishment 

(PA), higher than the norm, and showing higher significant correlations for those with an 

associate degree feeling more accomplished than those with a bachelor’s degree. In the category 

of Depersonalization (DP), the group scored in the low range, well below the national norms, 

which reinforces that the Sharp RTs have not reached the level of burnout which causes them to 

treat people as objects, detaching from the emotional needs of the patients. 

AWL Results 

 The results from the AWL survey articulated that all six areas of work-life scored above 

the value of 3 thresholds which identifies the areas as incongruent, or causing increased stress. 

The group also expressed higher congruent scores than the national norms of healthcare workers, 

which signifies that Sharp RTs seem to show a positive job-person fit in all areas.  Although the 

mean score for all areas recorded above 3, some of the individual questions supporting each 

category did receive scores less than 3, which is where the interventions for organizational 

change may be most effective, but looking at results which fell short. The survey results in the 

workload category, for example, the statement “I work intensely for prolonged periods of time” 

scored 2.47, indicating incongruence with job-person fit. The areas of control and workload 

indicated the lowest scores. For this reason, these two topics were discussed, along with all of the 

significant correlations with the radiation oncology leaders, through structured interviews in 

order to determine which organizational changes might be made to reduce the work life areas 

stressors, and reduce the risk of burnout in the organization.  For the area of control, the leaders 

indicated that including more RTs in departmental changes as well as policy and procedure 

development, would help create a more inclusive environment where RTs feel heard for their 

technical expertise and experience.  This could improve their perception of control or autonomy 
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as they would have greater opportunities to voice their opinions and give more insight to the 

current practices within the department. To address the work-life factor of workload, the 

majority of the leaders indicated that they needed to review their current staffing model to ensure 

they are not consistently overworking their staff, due to the inconsistency of the schedule when 

emergent patients need treatment, or other special procedures which may not have been planned 

for in a regular schedule.  One leader indicated that continuous efforts on training and workflow 

efficiency could alleviate the perception of workload stress, as treatments and processes move 

through the departments more smoothly. The leaders felt that by implementing and monitoring 

these two changes, their staff would feel a greater congruence to both areas of workload and 

control in the future. 

Implications 

 Continued research in this area, especially Areas of Work-Life (AWL) and 

transformational leadership, could have lasting resonance on the RT population as well as the 

patients that are treated each day.  With more focus on patient safety in radiation therapy 

emerging amongst each professional association, and the acknowledgement that the treatment 

complexity has increased the risk for error, new light has been cast on the need to revisit the 

standard safety policies and elevate them to current practice and techniques. In addition to 

staffing suggestions which provide guidance to the number of staff members needed to treat a 

volume and complexity of patients to combat workload, associations are also increasingly 

referring to some objectives of transformational leadership theory. Transformational leadership 

is being suggested as a means to not only reduce burnout amongst occupations, but also to 

increase employee engagement and retention.  Transformational leaders, such as Maslach and 

Leiter (2014) indicate that greater involvement in decision making allows a greater degree of job 
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satisfaction as it gives both control and reward to the employees who participate in the process. 

These factors can reduce burnout, and thereby decrease workplace errors, which is of benefit to 

the organizations that support it. Whether leaders use a known transformational leadership style 

or contingency theory suggested by Northhouse (2013, n.p.), as a “best fit for the situation”, 

leaders in healthcare are considering their leadership style now more than ever.  

 Professional associations recognize the need to look at individual competence as well as 

environmental workplace factors as a means to decrease preventable errors within the field. The 

culture of safety is increasingly highlighted by associations such as ASTRO, and publications 

such as “Safety is No Accident” (Zeitman, 2012) increasingly supports greater autonomy to 

individuals within our field to speak up when they see something they question, or do not fully 

understand.  The movement to become a High Reliable Organization (HRO) also encourages the 

same participation and voicing concerns from employees in any part of the organization as a 

means to promote both patient safety, as well as boost employee satisfaction.  This model goes 

far to indicate that a HRO eliminates professional hierarchy in support of patient safety, and 

retaliation for reporting a safety or compliance issue is strictly forbidden, to protect and 

encourage all employees to participate. The field of medicine might be one of the last to adopt 

transformational leadership theory, to acknowledge that all professions have important 

experience and contributions to a team working efficiently and effectively, due to the long 

standing history that the M.D. has the final say, and are “all knowing” in each situation.  

 However, due to the technological advancements in medicine, in addition to the sheer 

volume of treatments, techniques and medicines, it is not possible for one doctor to hold all of 

the answers, and so the reliance on the team work model has been emerging for some time.    
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Transformational leaders such as Quint Studer, who have offered models to optimize healthcare 

for many years, build on the foundation of transformational leadership theory.  His insistence on 

engaging staff is in alignment with early works on transformational leadership theory which 

began with James McGregor Burn, from his 1978 book called “Leadership”.  Burns described 

transformational leadership where the leader and the followers teach each other with the intent of 

reaching the overarching goals together, with respect, inclusion and individuality.  Quint Studer 

has coined this term “engagement”, and it is seen in many leadership practices today.  Studer 

expresses the importance of engaging the staff because “employees need to feel free to offer up 

their bright ideas and suggestions for improvement. And this isn't a ploy to make people feel 

important — the people who do the work often have the best solutions” (Studer, 2014, n.p.).   If 

we adopt practices that involve them in the process development and give them some ownership 

in continuous improvement, we will see positive changes in our department efficiency. As John 

P. Kotter explains in his book on “Leading Change” (2012), the development of a vision 

involves many hours understanding the organization, and the choices at hand, and then making a 

decision. By understanding their organizations struggles, the organizational culture, and the 

needs of the employees, transformational leaders can address problems for the betterment of their 

staff, patients, and overall effectiveness of their organization.   

Recommendations for Action 

 Based on the findings of this study, which looked at the level of burnout for RT’s at 

Sharp, what workplace factors contribute most to this burnout, and what leadership can do to 

combat this, one suggestion is that the leadership team examine the workload within the 

organization, especially for the RT team.  There are various components involved in determining 

workload, and it is not solely based on the number of patients treated per day, or annually. 
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As outlined in the ASTRO publication, “Safety is No Accident” (Zietman, 2012), workload must 

also take into account the complexity of the patients treated within that volume.  Perhaps one 

organization is a community setting, which treats a palliative population with minimally 

advanced treatment techniques, lower radiation doses, and minimal integrative therapies such as 

chemotherapy.  That department would require far less attention to detail, quality assurance, 

team coordination and focused attention than another department that may specialize in 

stereotactic radiosurgery of the brain and spine.  With advanced techniques come greater risk to 

the patients, therefore the need for quality assurance becomes more rigorous, and the attention at 

the treatment console cannot be compromised by exhaustion.  The RT is the last line of defense 

between a successful treatment, and a fatal error.  It is imperative that this group has the optimal 

workflow to keep them engaged and alert, but not rushed or convoluted in any manner.  

Although initially the need to add more staff may be perceived by administrators to be cost 

prohibitive, the expense pales in comparison to the cost of a medical error or the constant 

turnover of dissatisfied staff. 

 The second suggestion emerging from this research is the need to acknowledge the 

expertise and technical skill of the RT.  Although the leadership team made some valid 

suggestions including RTs in more decision making, the suggestion would be to go a step beyond 

that and provide more education and training.  The research reveals those with an Associate 

Degree experience a higher degree of EE than those who are Bachelor Degree trained, and it is 

supported in the literature on advanced degrees that university degrees create more diversified 

students, capable of rationalizing and understanding complex concepts.  As radiation therapy 

evolves, it is becoming more and more complex, and thinking that programs can teach the entire 

technical curriculum, in addition to critical thinking, radiation safety and self-care, as well as 
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address the complex emotional needs of today’s cancer patient within a 2-year technical diploma 

is unrealistic. Radiation therapy treatment itself is difficult enough for students to grasp, as it 

involves learning how to think in a three-dimensional concept mapping, within the anatomy of 

the patient. Additionally, RTs do far more than simply treat the patient. They counsel them on 

treatment side effects, skin care, emotional needs, and scheduling concerns to help them continue 

living somewhat normal lives while they are receiving five or six weeks of treatment. RTs are 

technologists, but on a smaller scale they are also nurses, social workers, and administrative 

assistants to meet all of the needs of the patients. Encouraging as much continuing education as 

possible for the current staff by means of educational lectures and organizational process 

improvement programs like lean six sigma, and topics such as crucial conversations, could help 

staff contribute to more department projects and improve communications between colleagues. 

This may be an interim solution while feedback to the educational programs on the evolution of 

the professional needs and competencies should be encouraged.  

 Using the work of Burns, Kotter, and Studer as scaffolding to understand why 

competent leadership is so important, as well as educating every person in a supervisory role 

about the tenets of transformational leadership theory could improve this organization.  

Understanding the theory of transformational leadership will allow leaders to be part of the team, 

lead by example, in lieu of the traditional top down model of management.  This will not only 

allow leaders to open up the lines of communication from their team regarding concerns or the 

needs for improvement, but could change the culture within the departments to move toward the 

HRO concept of team as opposed to hierarchy.  By valuing each member of the department, the 

assumption will be higher job satisfaction, greater communication, and safer practices being 

implemented. These changes theoretically, should all lead to better treatment for the cancer 
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patient, and higher patient satisfaction scores. Increased patient satisfaction scores lead to greater 

reimbursements for the organization, and therefore the implementation of transformational 

leadership comes full circle. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

 There appears to be many further studies which could continue to add to the findings of 

this study.  Departments could examine their prevalence of treatment errors of near misses 

against the volume of patients treated, or staffing available within the department within a 

specific range of time to determine whether they acknowledge a trend between exhaustion and 

medical error with their department. A comparison might be made of level of burnout in males as 

opposed to females, to see if DP is a protective factor for burnout.  The emotional detachment 

from the patient may act as a buffer for becoming too overwhelmed with their work, and perhaps 

males are better adapted than females for this field, inherently.   Comparing the difference in 

burnout between this group of Sharp RTs with the burnout of other radiation oncology 

departments whose minimum requirement for employment is a bachelor’s degree may be 

interesting to see if their level of EE is lower or higher.  This would be important information for 

Sharp to evaluate whether a bachelor’s degree is recommended to practice radiation therapy.  In 

addition, it would be interesting to implement the organizational changes the Sharp leaders 

suggested and re-survey the same population in a year’s time to see if the changes had made any 

difference in the outcome of burnout and AWL stressors.   

 In addition, further research could examine the impact that training leaders in 

transformational leadership tenets has made in the culture and employee engagement with the 

organization.  This type of leadership is imperative to support the culture of safety we aim to 
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reach within our organizations, for both the safety of the patient, and the sustainably of the 

profession.  

Conclusion 

 Radiation therapy today has become a complex profession which requires both 

technical competence and emotional intelligence.  It is fast paced, requires attention to detail, and 

is both physically and mentally demanding. The intent of this research was to investigate why so 

many RTs seemed to be unhappy within this field, and what contributing factors were.  In 

addition, it aimed to look at what organizations can do to increase employee engagement, 

satisfaction and reduce turnover. 

It was found that radiation therapists at Sharp have a high degree of professional 

accomplishment and are still very engaged with their patients which was demonstrated by the 

low depersonalization scores. However, radiation therapists still have moderate to high 

emotional exhaustion scores, which is the major concern for the burnout score. Dreading to get 

up and go to work due to exhaustion from workload or other factors, decreases a person’s love 

for their job and is concerning to the administration, as it decreases staff’s ability to successfully 

care for their patient in a safe way.  By having the leaders address the areas of concern, namely 

the workload and control aspects that radiation therapists demonstrated are stressors, they aim to 

work towards creating the best possible environment for their staff they employ.  

 This research was important because it allowed leadership to understand where there 

needs to be significant attention to induce changes in the organization.  By implementing the 

suggestions of the leaders, and perhaps the suggestions of this research, the improvements will 

expand to the entire department, including other professionals within it.  By assuring leadership 

is aware and engaged in the changes necessary to provide safe and efficient patient treatments, 
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and continuously searching for knowledge necessary to keep employees engaged in the goals of 

the department, this will inevitably create a cohesive and superior environment to be a part of.   
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